Usage procedures
Compact
single-axis robots

APPLICATION TRANSERVO

iVY System

Basic procedures for actually operating the iVY system you purchased are described below.
Basic procedures

XY-X

Cartesian
robots

Make cables and connectors connections
Ground the controller
Create an emergency stop circuit

Install camera and lighting, ect.
Connect the cables and connectors.

Specify station number and baud rate settings, etc., which are required when equipped with a serial I/O board.
(Settings vary according to the type of serial I/O boards.)

Power ON
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Installation,
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FLIP-X

Single-axis robots

Install the controller

Verify that the wiring and power supply voltage are correct, then turn the power on.
Verify no alarms have been activated after the power was turned on (operation check).

SCARA
robots

YK-XG

Verify the robot
type

Verify that the robot type specified at the robot controller
matches the type of robot actually being used.

YP-X

Pick & place
robots

Specify the following settings to optimize robot operation.
Tip weight
Note. For Multi type robots, and axes where additional axes
are specified, specify the “Axis tip weight”.

Parameter
settings

Soft limits

Robot control system settings:
IP address
Sub net mask
Port No.

CLEAN

Initial
In
t a setting
sett ng

Note. A return-to-origin must first be performed if the
soft limit positions are to be specified by jog movement.
Note. These parameters must always specified when using the robot for the first time.
Although these settings are not required in subsequent operations, they must be changed when conditions warrant it.

Origin point
teaching

Return to origin
Absolute reset

CONTROLLER INFORMATION

Note. Return-to-origin:
A return-to-origin is always required when using the robot for the first time. In subsequent operations, it is required before
beginning robot operation after turning the power on, and when the origin position becomes indefinite (return-to-origin incomplete).
Absolute reset:
An absolute reset is always required when using the robot for the first time. In subsequent operations, it is required when
the origin position becomes indefinite (return-to-origin incomplete).

For SCARA robots:
Specify the reference coordinates (XY coordinate system with the X axis rotation center set as the origin).

Parameter setting

Set parameters according to the operation conditions.

Various board parameter settings

Pulse string
driver

Data setting
sett ng

Robot
positioner

iVY Studio communication
and camera settings
Models and fiducial marks registration
Calibration settings
Point data editing

Robot
controller

Programming

Create or edit point data according to the robot operation.
Create programs according to the robot operation

Create programs using dedicated commands.

iVY

Trial
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operation
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Option

Operatio
Operation

Verify that safety devices such as the emergency stop circuit, etc., are functioning properly.

Perform a trial run by step operation, etc., and make any necessary adjustments.

Use the monitor function.

Start operation.

Use the monitor function.

Dedicated procedures required when using the iVY system.
Standard procedures when using the RCX240 controller. (These procesures are required even when using the iVY system.)
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